Introduction
============

Early detection of skin cancers, including melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancers is crucial.

Skin cancer is growing globally, for example in the United States, the number of new cases of skin melanoma was 22.2 per 100,000 men and women per year.

The number of deaths was 2.5 per 100,000 men and women per year, based on 2012-2016 cases and deaths \[[@B1],[@B2]\].

Approximately 2.3 percent of men and women will be diagnosed with skin melanoma at some point during their lifetime, based on 2014-2016 data \[[@B2],[@B3],[@B4]\].

In 2016, almost 1,195,608 people have skin melanoma in the United States \[[@B2]\].

Melanoma has been reported as the 6th most common of all cancer cases \[[@B5]\].

On the other hand, most non-melanoma skin cancers, which are responsible for 4.3-5.4 million new cases each year in the United States \[[@B3],[@B6]\], can be treated simply by surgical removal.

Early detection of all skin cancers is very important to prevent the progression to advanced stages.

Even if the percentage of patients with malignant skin tumors is not that high, the primary screening control of patients is important and determine which patients are at risk and should be transferred to the dermatologists \[[@B6],[@B7],[@B8]\].

Thus, any method that can accurately give the probability of malignancy by analyzing a simple image of the tumor would be very helpful for primary diagnosis \[[@B5]\].

In this context, the development of artificial intelligence (AI) and computer-aided systems that can quickly classify skin tumor images, similar to trained dermatologists, is the best solution.

Previous dermatological computer-aided systems used to classify dermatoscopic images have missed the generalization capability due to insufficient data.

Therefore, the labelling of dermatoscopic images is essential to develop diagnostic images methods together to powerful deep learning techniques.

The purpose of our study was to assess the accuracy of CNNs for detection of dermatological lesions which are diagnosed as actinic keratoses and intraepithelial carcinoma/ Bowen\'s disease (akiec), basal cell carcinoma (bcc), benign keratosis-like lesions (solar lentigines/seborrheic keratoses and lichen-planus like keratoses, bkl), dermatofibroma (df), melanoma (mel), melanocytic nevi (nv) and vascular lesions (angiomas, angiokeratomas, pyogenic granulomas and hemorrhage, vasc) \[[@B1]\].

Many previous methods, which have used traditional machine learning algorithms, require image preprocessing, segmentation, and visual function extraction before classification.

Our method doesn't use hand-crafted features; the algorithm is trained only from image labels and raw pixels of dermoscopic images.

Material and Method
===================

**Study description**

In this study we used the HAM10000 (\"Human against Machine with 10000 training images\") dataset \[[@B1]\].

Dermatoscope images were collected from different populations, acquired and stored in different ways.

The original dataset consists of 10015 dermatoscopic images consisting of all important diagnostic categories in the realm of pigmented lesions: actinic keratoses and intraepithelial carcinoma/Bowen\'s disease (akiec), basal cell carcinoma (bcc), benign keratosis-like lesions (solar lentigines/seborrheic keratoses and lichen-planus like keratoses, bkl), dermatofibroma (df), melanoma (mel), melanocytic nevi (nv) and vascular lesions (angiomas, angiokeratomas, pyogenic granulomas and hemorrhage, vasc) \[[@B1]\].

The diagnosis of images was collected through different methods: more than 50% of lesions are confirmed by histopathology, the other cases were confirmed by either follow-up examination, expert consensus, or confirmation by in-vivo confocal microscopy \[[@B1]\].

To overcome the problems caused by having an imbalanced dataset, we used data augmentation.

This technique generates more training data from existing images by augmenting samples through a number of random transformations.

The random transformations used on images were: *rotation_range* randomly rotates images, *width_shift* and *height_shift* randomly translate images vertically or horizontally, *shear_range* randomly applies shearing transformations and *zoom_range* randomly *zoomes* inside images \[[@B9]\].

The augmented dataset is a 7-class classification problem having 24,267 dermatoscopic images with an initial resolution of 600 x 450 pixels.

Of the total set of 24,267 dermatoscopic images, 23 018 images were used for training and 1,249 images for testing.

The split dataset could be observed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Datasets for training and testing

  ----------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ----------
  **Diagnosis**     **Original Dataset**   **Augmented Datasets**   
  ** **             ** **                  **Train**                **Test**
  AKIEC (class 0)   327                    2816                     176
  BCC (class 1)     414                    2999                     187
  BKL (class 2)     1099                   3123                     187
  DF (class 3)      165                    2920                     115
  MEL(class 4)      1113                   3161                     189
  NV (class 5)      6705                   5565                     253
  VASC (class 6)    192                    2434                     142
  ----------------- ---------------------- ------------------------ ----------

**CNN model**

**The proposed 4-CNN model**

We proposed a four-layer convolutive model (4-CNN) to diagnose the dermatoscopic images. The relevant hyper-parameters within the deep learning framework \[[@B9],[@B11]\] are defined as in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

The initial size of the dermatoscopic images was too large (600x450), bringing great difficulty to the algorithm performance. Therefore, the images size was primarily converted to 64 x 64.

Our proposed 4-CNN architecture contains 4 convolutional layers (Conv1, Conv2, Conv3, Conv4), 2 max-pooling layers (Pool1, Pool2), 6 batch normalization layers, 4 dropout layers, and 4 fully connected layers (FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4) as in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

The parameters of the CNN model

  ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
  **Layers**   **Conv1**   **Conv2**   **Pool1**   **Conv3**   **Conv4**   **Pool2**   **FC1**   **FC2**   **FC3**   **FC4**
  Kernel       3\*3        3\*3        2\*2        3\*3        3\*3        2\*2        \-        \-        \-        \-
  Channel      32          32          32          64          64          64          512       128       50        7
  ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------- --------- --------- ---------

**Software and hardware**

The model was written in Python (ver. 3.6.10, 64 bits) utilizing the open-source Keras (ver. 2.2.4) library \[[@B9]\] and the open-source TensorFlow (ver. 1.15.0) library \[[@B11]\] as backend for CNN models together with other scientific computing libraries as numpy \[[@B12]\] and scikit-learn \[[@B13]\].

The architecture on which we run the experiments is: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1620 v3 @ 3.50GHz, 32 GB RAM. We used a single NVIDIA Quadro K4200 GPU.

**Experiments and results**

The performance of our 4-CNN model is assessed taking into consideration that we are dealing with an unbalanced dataset.

Therefore, we use different metrics widely used in the field of medical diagnosis: Pre (precision), Se (sensitivity), Sp (specificity), test accuracy and area under the curve (AUC).

In order to evaluate the performance of each diagnosis, we established the current diagnosis as positive and the remaining ones as negative.

The average value of each evaluation metric in all diagnosis are computed, where the true positive refers to the set of images who belong to the positive class and are correctly classified; the false negative refers to the set of images who belong to the positive class but are misclassified as negative; the true negative are the set of patients who belong to the negative classes and are correctly classified and the false positives are patients' cases with negative classes that are predicted as current class.

Precision represents the fraction of cases classified as positive that belong to the positive class, as in ([1](#For1){ref-type="fig"}).
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Sensitivity represents how well the positive class was predicted, as in ([2](#For2){ref-type="fig"}).
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Specificity is the complement to sensitivity and represents how well the negative class was predicted, as in ([3](#For3){ref-type="fig"}).
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Although widely used, the accuracy is inappropriate for unbalanced classification, as in ([4](#For4){ref-type="fig"}).
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The other two diagnostic tools that help interpret probabilistic prediction for multi-class classification are ROC Curves and Precision-Recall curves \[[@B14]\].

A ROC curve is a diagnostic diagram to summarize the model's behavior by calculating the true positive rate as in ([5](#For5){ref-type="fig"}) and false positive rate as in ([6](#For6){ref-type="fig"}) for a set of predictions of the model under different thresholds. The true positive rate is the recall or sensitivity.

A model that has no ability will be represented by a diagonal line from the bottom left to the top right. A good model will be a point in the top left of the plot.
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We calculated the micro and macro averaging to evaluate the overall performance of all diagnosis classes.

In micro averaging, we computed the performance from the individual true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives of each diagnosis class. In macro averaging we computed the average performance of each diagnosis classes.

The Precision-Recall curves represents the balance between the true positive rate and the positive predictive value for a predictive model using different probability thresholds \[[@B15]\].

Results
=======

Our 4-CNN method achieved a final accuracy of 93.6% and the surface below the curve of 0.97. All calculated values for the 4-CNN model are summarized in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

The evaluation metrics for each diagnosis class

  ----------------- -------------- --------------- ----------------- -----------------
                    **Accuracy**   **Precision**   **Specificity**   **Sensitivity**
  AKIEC (class 0)   95%            98%             99%               98%
  BCC (class 1)     95%            94%             99%               99%
  BKL (class 2)     92%            79%             97%               96%
  DF (class 3)      93%            85%             99%               99%
  MEL(class 4)      93%            86%             98%               90%
  NV (class 5)      94%            97%             97%               91%
  VASC (class 6)    93%            98%             99%               98%
  Average           93.6%          91%             98.3%             95.9%
  ----------------- -------------- --------------- ----------------- -----------------

The ROC curves of the 4-CNN model can be seen in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The false positive rate is close to zero, while the true positive rate is between 0.9 and 1.
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The 4-CNN precision-recall curves can be observed in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The high area under the curve represents very high recall and very high precision. The high precision represents the low false positive rate, and high recall means a low false negative rate.
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Discussion
==========

In recent years, deep learning methods have proven to be excellent tools in assessing dermatoscopic skin lesions that go beyond classical machine learning methods \[[@B5]\].

Some studies for the classification of skin dermatological lesions were reported in \[[@B16],[@B17],[@B18],[@B19]\].

In \[[@B16]\] a study is developed for efficient skin tumour classifier using DCNN (deep convolutional neural network) trained on a relatively small dataset of 4867 clinical images obtained from 1842 patients divided in 14 diagnosis.

They achieved 96.3% sensitivity (correctly classified malignant as malignant) and 89.5% specificity (correctly classified benign as benign).

In \[[@B17]\], the Google Inceptionv3 CNN was trained using a dataset of 129,450 clinical images consisting of 2,032 different diseases. This study did not publish the accuracy obtained but surpassed average-level dermatologists in the sensitivity/specificity.

In \[[@B18]\], the convolutional neural network (Microsoft ResNet-152 model) was trained and tested to classify the clinical images of 12 skin diseases. The model was tested using three images datasets. The following results were obtained: with the Asan dataset, the area under the curve for the diagnosis of basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, intraepithelial carcinoma, and melanoma was approximatively 0.96, 0.83, 0.82, and 0.96, respectively; with the Edinburgh dataset, the area under the curve for the corresponding diseases was 0.90, 0.91, 0.83, and 0.88, respectively.

By comparison with previous studies, our 4-CNN method recorded very good results even with less images to train with an average accuracy of 93.6%, average precision of 91%, average specificity of 98.3%, and average sensitivity of 95.9%.

Our CNN method for skin tumor classification has some limitations:

\- the testing dataset was known and there is a risk of overfitting;

\- the dataset is imbalanced and has less images for rare tumors;

\- the dermatoscopic images were not standardized, having different camera angles, orientations, multiple skin backgrounds, and lighting.

Conclusions
===========

In this study, we focused on finding a way to differentiate the skin lesions, in order to diagnose the dermatoscopic images.

For this purpose, we developed a deep learning algorithm that is superior to the traditional machine learning methods as it does not require an initial description of visual features of medical images.

The proposed 4-CNN model had a good performance in terms of the sensitivity (95.9%), specificity (98.3%), test accuracy (93.6%) and AUC (0.97).

In clinical practice, our deep learning algorithm could assist the dermatologists in the process of diagnosis.
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